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It has been found that interesting mathematical relationships arise from a 
vectorial generalization of Kirchhoff’s and Ohm’s laws, in which the “resistors” 
become Hermitian positive semidefinite (PSD) linear operators. In analogy to the 
parallel connection of resistors Anderson and Duffin studied the parallel sum 
R : S of two PSD operators on a finite dimensional space, defined by R : S = 
R(R + S)+S. Duffin and Trapp then studied the hybrid connection. This paper 
generalizes some of their results to a much broader class of electrical connections. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been recognized in recent years by several authors (see, e.g., [l-18]) that 
interesting relations result when Kirchhoff s and Ohm’s laws are applied to 
networks where the voltages and currents are vectors, and the network elements 
become linear operators. In analogy with the parallel network connection, given 
in Fig. 1, Anderson and Duffin [2] defined the parallel sum Y: Z of two 
Hermitian positive semidefinite operators (on a finite dimensional inner product- 
space) by the formula 
Y: z = Y(Y + z)+ z, (1) 
whele “dagger” denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. 
* This research was partially supported by Army Research Office, Research Triangle, 
North Carolina, Grant DA-AROD-31-124-73-G17. Some of the results appear in the 
second author’s Ph.D. Thesis at Carnegie-Mellon University. Second author was 
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,z, 
FIG. 1. The parallel connection. 
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This is in analogy with the scalar case where 
a: /3 = a(01 + /3)-l p 
1 
= r/lx+ l’p 
(with the convention l/O = 0). 
They proceeded to prove several interesting results (see [I, 21). 
Filmore and Williams [14] extended some of Anderson’s results to positive 
operators on a Hilbert space by the formula 
1’: z zzz7 yw[(y + q/2+ + yvq* [(y + ,qw+ ZV] 2112, (4 
where Y112 is the unique positive square root of Y and Y* is the adjoint of Y. 
Note that (2) reduces (1) in the finite-dimensional case. Formula (1) does not 
work in infinite dimensions for the operator it defines need not be bounded. 
In a previous paper (see [12]) the authors generalized the results of Anderson 
and Duffin that 
: Y: Zlj </I Y I(: II Z/l and tr[Y: Z] < tr[Y]: tr[Z] 
to a broad class of network connections more complicated than that in Fig. 1. 
In this paper we generalize the inequalities obtained before to hybrid type 
network connections. 
Briefly, we are concerned with the electrical connection of resistive r-ports. 
Informally these are black boxes containing resistors and transformers and 2r 
paired terminals to the outside. The r-ports are thus connected together by 
cables, instead of single wires. In [12] the authors considered the case in which 
several r-ports were connected together, with the restriction that the first pair of 
terminals for the various r-ports are connected together the same as the second 
pair of terminals of all the r-ports, etc. See Fig. 1, where both the first and second 
pairs of terminals are connected together in parallel. In a hybrid connection 
the various pairs need not be connected in the same way. See Fig. 3, where the 
first pair is connected in parallel and the second in series. 
In the next section we define this class of network connections, of which the 
hybrid connection considered by Duffin and Trapp is a special case. Section 3 
considers the generalizations to Hilbert space. We use (x, y) to denote inner 
product. 
If Y and Z are Hermitian-positive semidefinite, then Y 2 Z means Y - Z 
is Hermitian positive semidefinite, i.e., (Yx, X) > (ZX, X) for all x E %. 
Recall that a linear operator Z is Hermitian positive semidefinite if (ZX, x) > 0 
for all x and Z = Z*. We occasionally use the abreviation PSD for Hermitian 
positive semidefinite. All vector spaces may be real or complex. Note that by 
definition if Z is PSD, then (ZX, X) is real for all possible x E %. 
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FIG. 2. A 3-port. 
Theorems are numbered consecutively within each section. A reference in 
Section 3 of Section 2 is given in the form “Theorem 2.3.” 
2. HYBIRD CONNECTIONS 
The physical basis of vector currents is an r-port shown in Fig. 2. Briefly, an 
r-port is black box with 2r paired terminals. Each pair is called a port. It is 
assumed that the current flowing in each port is the same as that flowing out. 
(This may be achieved by use of isolation transformers.) Thus current x and 
voltage o become elements of 
Assuming the r-port is linear and all currents are possible then one has Ohm’s 
law 2x = w, where 2 is an r x r matrix determined by the internal structure of 
the r-port. I f  the r-port contains only resistors and transformers then 2 will be 
Hermitian positive semidefinite (see [lo]). 
In [9] Duffin and Trapp considered the connection symbolized in Fig. 3. 
The two r-ports are connected as follows. The first p ports are connected in 
parallel, the remaining s in series. Suppose we partition the (source) current as 
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FIG. 3. Hybrid connection. 
Let the current vectors at the indicated positions in the diagram be written as 
and x2 = 
Let the voltage vectors at the indicated positions in the diagram be aID, vap, vc, 
QS, 7J3 . S Let 2, and 2, be the resistence matrices of the two r-port. Thus by 
Ohm’s and KirchhofYs laws, 
ZIXl = VZB - vlp] 
[ 
and 
vzs - VIS 
z,x, = 
[ 
v,u - VlJ 
v3S - vz8 I- 
Now Kirchhoff’s current laws may be written 
cp = x1* + .x‘f, 
cs = x18 = x2s. 
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When the matrices 2, and 2, are partitioned in the same way as the vectors 
c, x1 , and x2 , 
the equations may be rewritten as 
zyx1” + Z~XIS = v2P - VIP, (1) 
Z,s”x,” + .qXIS = vuzs - VIS, (2) 
zyx2, + zpxps = v2= - vlp, (3) 
ZFx2” + zpx2s = v2S - v2S, (4) 
cp = x1p $ x2p, (5) 
p = x18 = x0* -* (6) 
Duffin and Trapp [9] showed the existence of a unique matrix Z, c Z, such 
that 
z1 * z, c; = u2p - “lP] 
[I 1 v2” - VIS 
for any solution to Eqs. (1) through (6). In fact 
z, * z, = D D((Zy)+ Zr + (Z;‘)+ 
(Z~(Z;‘)+ + Zp(Z;“)+ D E 
where 
and 
D = Z,““(Z,“” + Z;‘)+ Z; 
E = Z,ss + Z,ss - (Z,sp - Zp) (Zf” + Z;‘)+ (ZF - Zp). 
Z, * Z, is called the Ayybrid sum of Z, and Z, . The partition of Z, * Z, is the 
same as the vectors. Before stating some of the results on hybrid sums contained 
in [9] or [18], we need some definitions. 
Let Y be a matrix the same size as Z, or Z, . Let us partition Y as 
with the partition being the same as the previous partitions of Z, and Z, . 
Then we define the generalized norm as 
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and the generalized trace as 
Tr[Y] = [tr[EPpl tr~~8~]] . 
As before let Y- -2 2 mean that Y - 2 is positive semidefinite. 
The proofs of the following may be found in [18]. 
PROPOSITIOX 1. Let Y and Z be partitioned matrices. Then Tr(Y $- Z) =: 
Tr(Y) + Tr(Z), and I/) Y + Z ii < Ii/ Y 1)’ + ii/ Z 1:) . 
PROPOSITION 2. Let Y be positive semidejinite. Then 
(4 \ : Y (11 = 0 o&y If Y = 0; 
(b) if Y is invertible, then ;‘I Y i/:-l < I)! Y-l I\\; 
(c) 1; Y/I :< 2 11(111 Y ii\)\\ , and 2 is the best possibZe estimate. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z, and Z, be positive semidejinite (square) matrices, and let 
Z, * Z, denote the hybrid sum. 
(a) Z, * Z, is positive semi-de$nite; 
(b) Z, * 2, = Z, * Z,; 
(c) if Z, is also positive semidejinite, same size as Z, and Z, , then 
z, * (Z, * Z,) = (2, * Z,) * z, . 
Proof. See [9] or [18]. 1 
Many other properties of hybrid sum are special cases of Theorem 2.3 below. 
To set up the equations defining Z, * Z, in a more convenient form, we need 
some notation. 
Let f?/ be a finite-dimensional inner product space. Suppose % = 9 1 9, 
i.e., that % is the orthogonal direct sum of two subspaces P and Y. If x E a, 
then we may write x uniquely in the form x = xP + x8, with x2, E 9 and xs E 9. 
If V and W are two finite dimensional real inner product spaces we denote by 
V 1 W the inner product space of formal sums 
x = x” + xw with 
and set (x,~) = (x’,Y”) i (xw,yzL). 
If x E %r we may write x as 
x” E v- and x” E w-, 
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and then write xi uniquely as xi = xiP + xis. Thus W = 8’ 1 Yr. And we 
write x = x* + x*, with xp E BT and xs E Yr. 
Let C be a linear operator on 8’ and D a linear operator on Y7. Define the 
direct sum of C and D, denoted by C @ D, as follows: 
(C@D)x=CW+Dxs. 
Thus C @ D: (9 1 9) + (9’ J- Spr), and therefore C @ D: f@ + W. 
Define 
BE 
1 0 
-1 1, 
0 -1 1 
and p = i . [ 1 -1 
Let 2 @ Y denote the Kroneche-r product of the matrix A with the linear 
operator Y. The notation diag(Z, ,..., 2,) denotes the block diagonal operator 
formed from 2, ,..., 2, . 
In matrix form (with 2 = {aij}) one has 
and 
diag(Z, ,..., 2,) = 
0 ZT2 
Let I, and I, be the identity operators on 9 and Y, respectively. 
Let n = 2, m = 2, and m’ = 3. As before let 2 @Is denote the Kronecher 
product of the matrix 2 and the linear operator I, . Suppose we are given linear 
operators on B’, Z, ,..., 2, . Suppose these operators are PSD. Consider the 
following problem: 
Given c c % find an x c W, v E .9” 1 9”’ such that 
(A@I,)@(B@I,)x=(P@I,)@(S@I,)c 
and 
diag(Zr ,..., ZJX-[(A@I,)@(B@I,)]“v=O. 
ww 
ww 
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We now seek a linear operator s2(.Z, ,..., 2,) such that for any solution t of [I 
(KH-KH’) we have 
Q(Zl ,.*a, z,> c = KP 0 1,) 0 (S 0 L)l* v. 
PROPOSITION 3. Z, * Z, is the unique linear operator such that for any c E J%, 
and for any solution 
[I 
If of (KH-KH’) we have 
q-G ,..*, -%I) c = w 0 1,) 0 (S 0 u * v, (KH”) 
with sZ(Z, , Z,) = Z, * Z, . 
Proof. It may be verified that (KH) and (KH’) are a restatement of the Eqs. 
(1) through (6). 1 
We now generalize. Let n, m, and m’ be arbitrary integers: 
a an m by n matrix, 
B an m’ by n matrix, 
P an m by 1 matrix (column vector) with P E range (A), (7) 
s an m’ by I matrix (column vector) with SE range B, 
z z* 1 ,..*, linear operators on @. 
We seek a linear operator 
sz(Z, ,..., Z,): %! 3 4v 
such that for any solution 
[I 
; of (KH, KH’), and any c E @ we have (KH”). 
Here c E 2!‘, x E %*, v E p 1 Y”‘, and thus 
and 
where I, and I, are the identity operators on 9 and 9, respectively. 
A linear operator Z: 4 ---f 42 (where 42 is a real or complex finite-dimensional 
inner product space) is termed almost definite (see [ll]) if (ZX, x) = 0 only when 
2x = 0. If an addition (ZX, X) >, 0 for all x E %Y, then Z is termed almost positive 
dejkite (see [ll, 161). Proof of the following lemma may be found in [ll]. It is 
easily seen that PSD operators are almost definite. 
LEMMA. Let % be a jinite-dimensional inner product space, and let Z: % --f ,+‘J 
be almost definite, then 
(a) Z* is almost definite. 
(b) If  Z, ,...> Z,, are almost positive definite operators on @, then diag(Z, ,.. ., 
2,) en - W is an almost positive definite operator. 
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THEOREM 2. Suppose 2, ,..., 2, me almost positive definite. There exists a 
unique linear operator Q(2, ,..., 2,) such that for any c E 4 and any solution 
of (KH, KH’) we have Q(Z, ,..., 2,) c = [p @I,) @ (S @I,)]* v. 
[I 
z 
Proof. The definition of 52 reduces to solving a system of the form 
Ax=b, w 
2x-AA*v=O, (K’) 
where 
A = [(A 0 I,> 0 (B 0 &)I, 
and 
2 = diag(Z, ,..., 2,). 
We prove existence, uniqueness is similar. (K)-(K’) will have a solution if 
b [I 0 is orthogonal to all solutions s [I of t 
A*s +Z*t =0, (84 
-At = 0. W) 
Take the inner product of Eq. (8b) and t, and one obtains (A*s, t) + (Z*t, t) = 
(s, At) + (Zt, t) = (Z*t, t) = 0. By the above lemma we conclude Z*t = 0, 
and thus by (8a) we have A*s = 0, i.e., s E ker(A*), the nullspace of A*. Thus s 
is orthogonal to the range of A. By (7) it follows that b E range (A), and thus 
6, b) = ([;I? $1) = 0, and thus there is a solution. 1 
We call Q(Z, ,..., 2,) the hybrid joint resistance. Note that Q(Z, ,..., 2,) 
reduces to the @(Z, ,..., Z,), considered in [12], if 5 = 4Y and 9 = (O}. 
The proof of the following is similar to the proofs in [12] and thus is omitted. 
THEOREM 3. Let 2, ,..., 2, be almost positive definite linear operators on p, 
and let 8(2, ,..., 2,) be the hybrid joint resistance. Then 
(4 fi(G ,..., &) is almost positive definite. 
(b) Let cx E R, OL > 0. Then Q(olz, ,..., a&) = c&(2, ,..., 2,). 
(4 Q(Z, ,**a, 2,) = lim,, Q(Z, + rI ,..., 2, + d). 
(4 rf 4 ,..., 2, are positive semidefinite, and if we set A = (2 @I,) @ 
(g @I,) and 2 = diag(& ,..., Z,), then Q(Z, ,..., 2,) is the unique symmetric 
linear operator such that 
’ 
where 
S(c) = {x E Q”: Ax = (P @I,) @ (s @I,) c}, 
A = (A @I,) @ (B @ I#). 
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(e) If Yl ,..., Y, , Zl ,..-, Z,, are all positive semidefinite and Yi < Zi , 
i = l,..., n, then a( Y, ,..., Y,) < sz(Z, ,..., Z,). 
(f) Let Yl ,..., Y, , Z, ,..., Z, be positive semidejkite. Then l&Y, + Z, ,..., 
yn + Z,) 2 Q(Yl ,*-., Yn) + Q(Zl ,**-, &a). 
(g) Yl ,..., Y,, , Z, ,..., Z, as in (f). Let : denote parallel addition. Then 
Q(Y,: z, )..., Y,: Z,) < s2(Yl )...) Y,): Q(Z, )..., Z,). 
(h) Let Zij , i = l,..., n, i = l,..., Y, all be positive semide$nite. Then 
(i) Zij’s as in (h). Let 
fi : Zij = Zil : Zi, : *” : Zi, . 
i=l 
Then 
PYOO~. Omitted. 1 
We now need some auxilliary functions, since they are all special cases of Q, 
they exist and are unique. In the case9 = Y = lF@, and WI ,..., W,, are diagonal 
operators on R2 (i.e., 2 by 2 matrices), we write w(W, ,..., W,) instead of 
.n(Wl ,***, WA. 
Given A1 ,..., A, E, R, hi 2 0, i = l,..., 12, set qlg(hl ,..., A,) = Pv for any 
solution 
X [I of V 
Ax = P, 
diag(h, ,..., A,) x - A*v = 0. 
We also write q~,@, ..., A,) = STv for any solution of 
Bx = s, 
diag(h, ,..., A,) x - B*v = 0. 
Thus q~, and 9’s are scalar joint resistance functions. In the case .Q(Z, , Z,) = 
Z, * Z, we have 
%@l 3 A,) = Mh + u+ 42 
(where yt = y-l if y # 0 and O+ = 0), and 
%@l > 4) = Al + AZ . 
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PROPOSITION 4. Let W, ,..., W,, be diagonal 2 by 2 matrices, say 
w, = hi O 
1 
1 I 0 Pi * 
The?l 
Proof Immediate. 1 
The following three theorems are generalizations of the results of Theorem 1. 
They are also generalizations of Theorems 5.5, 5.6, and 5.8 in [12]. 
1'HEOREhf 4. Let Z, ,..., Z,, be positive semidejinite linear operators on 4. 
Then the hybridjoint resistance Q(Z, ,..., Z,) satisfies 
(a) (Q(4 ,..., Z,) c, c) G ~p((Zlc, c), . . . . (-GA c)) ;f  c E 8, and 
(b) (Q(Z, ,..., Zn) c, 4 < 9?,((5c, c),..., (&A c)) if c E 9. 
Proof. \Ve prove (a). By Theorem 2(d), we have 
where 
(Q(4 ,***, -&a) c, 4 = g$zx, x), 
and 
S(c) = {x: Ax = b}, 
A = (A @I,) @ (B @I,), 
b=(P@I,)@(S@ZJc, 
Z = diag(Z, ,..., Z,). 
Since c E 8, we have b = (ij; @I,) c, and thus we have s’(c) C S(c), where 
s’(c) = {x: (A gl I,) x = (P @ Zp) c, x ELF}. 
S"(c) = x =y @ c: ye R”,y = 
i 
71 [I 1 i , & = p , %I 
a computation shows that S”(c) _C S’(c), and thus 
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The last equality follows from a straightforward computation identical to that 
used in the proof of Theorem 5.6 in [ 121. N ow apply Theorem 3(d) to the special 
case of q’p, and we conclude that 
(W, I..‘, &I) c, c) - : p$ x ?iZ(ZA 0 
= F”((Z,C, c), . . . . (Z”C, 4). 1 
In the following two theorems we partition Q(Z, ,..., Z,) as 
[ 
QPP QPS 
pp 1 QSS ’ 
where R7’7’: d -+ 9, @“: Y -+ 9, etc. Thus recalling the definitions of general- 
ized trace and norm we have, 
ii’ S2(Z, ,..., Z,)\li = 
[ 
1, SjPjj 
o ’ 
0 
fps I, 1 
and 
‘Tr[Q(Z, ,..., -%)I == [“[;7’pl trr;ssJ . 
Xote that the generalized trace and norm are diagonal 2 x 2 PSD matrices. 
Thus inequalities involving generalized trace and norm refer the usual order 
on PSD operators, e.g., Tr[Z] 6 Y means that Y -. Tr[Z] is a PSD operator 
on W. 
THEOREM 5. Let Z, ,..., Z, be positive semidefinite. Then 
i’l S2(Z, ,..., Z,)‘!! < w(!,: Z, Iii ,..., ! Z, :I). 
Proof. Since !I# Z, 11: ,..., 1” Z, ‘1 are diagonal 2 by 2 matrices, it suffices to 
show 
and 
\Ve prove the first, 
II QPP I : 7 yp(Z, ,..., Z,) c, r) 
ce9 
by Theorem 3, but now, since pp is a monotone increasing function, one has 
;I SP !/ 5: Et”=: cpp((Z,c, c) ,...( (Z,,c, c)) 
GE.9 
c. _ 9)J' Z,yl', )..., / Zi". ). 
The theorem follows. 1 
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THEOREM 6. Let 2, ,..., 2, be positive semidef;nite. Then 
Tr[Q(Z, ,..., -%,)I < 4’W.G1,..., ‘W&J). 
Proof. As in the previous theorem it suffices to show that 
and 
tr(Q”‘) ,< &tr[Zf’],..., tr[ZzT) 
tr(P) ,< v,(tr[Zy],..., tr[Z,“J). 
We prove the first. Let {ei)L1 be a basis of 9. Then 
tr[QPP] = f (.QPPei, ei) 
i-l 
A % < (i (21% ,ei) ,..., i (Z& , Q)) 
i-l i=l 
= ~Y(tr[Z~B],..., tr[Zz’]). 
The first equality follows from the definition of trace. The next inequalities 
follow, respectively, from Theorems 4 and 3h. 1 
It is clear that analogs of all the theorems in this section hold in the more 
general case 
92 “8, _L ... lPy. 
4, i = l,..., Y, tt by mi matrices, 
pi , i = I,..., I, mi by 1 matrices satisfying pi E range (Ai), 
li f identity on Bi , 
diag(Z, ,..., Zn)X- ($ (Ai @lZi) *V=Og 
i=l 1 
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3. GENERALIZATIONS TO HILBERT SPACE 
In [12] Filmore and Williams defined an operator 
z,:z,=z; .‘“[(Zl + z2> 112t c21* w, + Z2) 1 /nt Z,““] 22’2 (1) 
for bounded, positive semidefinite operators on a Hilbert space. They showed 
that for positive semidefinite Z, and Z, , one has range(Z112) Crange[(Z, + Z2)l/“] 
and therefore the pseudo-inverse in (1) are well defined and bounded. 
To prove generalizations of the theorems of Section 2 to Hilbert space we need 
the use of the shorted operator. 
THEOREM 1. Let 4 be a Hilbert space and let Y be a closed subspace. Let Z 
be a positive semidefinite (bounded) linear operator on %. Then there exists a unique 
symmetric linear operator Y(Z): Y 3 Y such that 
6q.q s, 4 = i$JZ(s + t), (s + 4) 
for all s E Y. 
Proof. See [5] or [18]. 1 
THEOREM 2. Given A: 4? -W with closed range-n and Z: 4 --f & a positive 
semide$nite linear operator on %‘, there exists a unique 
such that 
4(Z): range(A) + range A 
OW) b> b) = jlfb(Zx, 4. WV 
Proof. Let 9’ = ker(A)I and set #(Z) = A+*Y(Z) A+ restricted to range (A). 
Then 
(a,!(Z) b, b) = (A+*Y(Z) A+b, b) 
= (Y(Z) A’b, A+b) 
= SE$$A,(Z((A+4 + 4, A+b + 4 
= &~bczx, 4. I 
Using the above theorem one can define the hybrid joint resistance as the 
solution to the variational problem given in Theorem 2.3(d). All of the results 
of Theorem 2.3 (except 2.3(a)), 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6 hold with minor changes in 
their proofs. In this context one must assume that 9 and 9’ are closed subspaces. 
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4. GENERALIZATIONS 
Let % be a finite-dimensional inner product space, and let 2: ?k? -+ 4 be a 
Hermitian positive semidefinite linear operator. Define the Schatten q-norm as 
where (h,} are the eigenvalues of Z (with multiplicities). If q = 1 then 11 Z 11~ = 
tr[Z]. If q = 2 then 11 Z& = 11 Z$-, , the Hilbert-Schmidt norm. 
Ando [S], generalizing Theorem 5.8 of [12] has shown that 11 Q(Z, ,..., tr)ll, < 
v,(lj Z, Ila ,..., 11 Z, I:,) in the case .Y’ = (0). This may be proved using Ando’s 
techniques or suitably modifying [12, Theorem 5.61 and using the observation 
(also used by Ando) that 1) Zll, = sup{tr(ZY); I] Y [IQ, < 1). (I/q + I/q’ == 1). 
This result extends Hilbert space, and to a form of q-generalized trace for the 
case Y $- {0}, i.e., 
Z” p ‘rr, z’p 
[ 
O 
I! Z” I!a 
] . 
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